With real estate at a premium, group workspaces are often required to serve many different functions depending on changing needs. Designed for today’s active, multipurpose spaces, Swivel tables are easy to group, move, and reconfigure without tools. Every table features a patent magnetized ganging mechanism so they are naturally attracted to each other. A simple click of the latch lets you quickly align multiple tables, then just as easily move them apart.
Ready to Work
Swivel tables help energize a workspace. Without tools, users can quickly create arrangements that serve a group’s immediate needs—from benching workstation applications and collaborative meeting areas, to conference and training rooms—as projects change.

Features
The ability to fine-tune for comfort and fit is especially important for longer term, focused work. Fern offers a wide range of tactile, intuitive, ergonomic adjustments that are easy to find and use—no matter your size or shape.

Smart and quick – Swivel helps keep your space looking neat and organized because the latch keeps tables securely and precisely aligned. To reconfigure, Swivel tables disengage as easily as they connect.

MagneLine™ swivel magnet ganging mechanism – Lets you quickly and precisely align tables in multiple configurations without tools, then just as easily, move them apart.

Six top shapes – Allow for a variety of training and collaborative configurations, while maintaining flat seams when connected.

Clean design profile – Magnet connector and receiver are integrated into the leg assembly for a clean look.

Casters – Make moving tables a breeze, even when locked into formation with the MagneLine mechanism.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Worksurfaces are offered in standard Haworth laminate and wood finishes with edgeband. The extruded aluminum base can be specified in Metallic Silver, Metallic Champagne, Smooth Plaster, Charcoal, or Smoke.

Certifications / Awards
• Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) certified
• GREENGUARD® certified

To learn more, visit haworth.com.

Statement of Line
Swivel’s six top shapes can be ganged in any combination to create the configurations you need.

Rectangle Square Crescent Corner, 90° wrap-around extended Corner, 90° wrap-around transitional extended rectangle Trapezoid